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Two corrections are noted for the paper [1]. These do not affect the results reported in the paper. They concern axis labels
of two figures presented in the paper.
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FIG. 8 (color online). The inclusive normalized differential cross section of (a) the pp → lνγ process as a function ofmWγT and (b) the
pp → lþl−γ process as a function of mZγ . The lower plots show the ratio of the data to the prediction by different generators.
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The two corrections affect Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), reported in Sec. VII.B of the paper. The bin content of these histograms is
not divided by the bin width, as wrongly stated in the histograms labels. Therefore, the y-axis label of Fig. 8(a) should read
“1=σWγ × dσWγ” instead of “1=σWγ × dσWγ=dm
Wγ
T ,” while the y-axis label of Fig. 8(b) should read “1=σZγ × dσZγ” instead
of “1=σZγ × dσZγ=dmZγ .” The corrected histograms of Fig. 8 are shown below:
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